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Sub: Complaint with regard to Short Claim against UMNR' meter

pertaining to RR No.22976.

It is hereby brought to the notice and requested before this Hon'ble

authority that,
This Authority is constituted as a system of mutual checks and

balances aimed at preventing abuses of power to the detriment of a free society.

This independence is that, this Authority in deciding particular cases will
exercise its professional responsibilities without being influenced by its
ExecuLive, the legislature or any other inappropriate sources. Only an

independent Authority is able to render justice impartially on the basis of Iaw,

thereby also protecting the human rights and fundamental freedoms of the

individual. For ttre essential task to be fulfrlled efficiently, we have full
confidence in the ability of this Authority that it will carry out its function in

this independent and impartial manner.
Consequently, the principle of Independence of this Authority was not

invented for the personal benefit but was created to protect human beings

against abuses of power. It follows that this Authority cannot act arbitrarily in
any way by deciding cases according to its own personal preferences, but its
duty is and remains to apply the Law.
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In the instant case it is evident by the record that, the installation
bearing RR No.22976 is serviced in the name of Shri lftipal Singh at Keshwapur
Hubli later the property installed with ttre above said meter was purchased by
Sri Prakash Y Pawar having Sanctioned Load of 240 watts, domestics
installation in nature, since then the consumer Sri Prakash Y Pawar is enjoying
the electricity supplied and regularly payrng the energr bill as and when
provided by the licensee.

It evident by the record that the licensee has issued average bills from
March-2ol3 to June 2016 due to failure of Enerry meter, it is believed that this
Authority is aware of the KERC Regulation which says that in case the enerry
meter becomes faulty or reading is not displayed, it will be the obligatory duty of
the licensee to replace the faulty energ/ meter with good enerry meter.

27.04 METER NOT REICORDING:

lif During the inspection/testing by the Licensee, if the meter is found to be not
recording (for any reasons other than tampering) the Consumer shall be billed
for a period of not more than six billing months preceding the date of
inspection/ testing and up to the date of replacement or rectification of the
meter on the basis of the average enerry consumption of the immediately
preceding 3 (three) billing months when the meter was recording properly in
addition to demand/ fixed charges.
From reading the above regulation it emerges that the licensee ought to have
considered the demand recorded in the immediate preceding months. i.e, Dec-
12 to Feb-13 the enerry meter of the installation was running good before
March-2013 therefore it would be just and proper to consider the demand
recorded of this period instead of incurring exorbitant adhoc bills.

27.04 lvlll All meters not recording shall be replaced or repaired within a
maximum period of 15 days from the date of report by the Consumer/employees
of the Licensee. In case the same is not done, the Licensee shall pay a rebate of
5% on the monthly enerry bills issued as per the applicable clauses of the above
table after the expiry of the above 15 day's period till the meter is replaced.
There is a stipulated time frame to replace the MNR meter, since the licensee
has failed to replace the same the consumer is eligible for rebate of 5%o on the
monthly enerry bills.

KERC (Llceneee'a Standatd of Performancel Regulations 2OO4
Schedule I (61 Meter Complalnts.

Replace slow, creeping or stuck meters, indicative maximum time limit
for rendering service is within 1O davs.
In this case the licensee has failed and also shown undue negligence in
replacing the faulty enerry meter within the prescribed time, which on later date
has lead to reflect huge bills.
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The regulation also mandates the licensee that the fault5r meter should
be replaced with in a period of 10 days, in this case the licensee has not
provided the energr meter even after TWent5r Eight clear months at last; in order
to shield its inefficiency the licensee has raised a short claim, therefore the
licensee concerned individual has failed to follow the guidelines incorporated in
the Conditions of Supply.

In similar case the Punjab State Commission has imposed a whopping
Rs 1,00,000/- as penalty for the "dela/ has not only caused "unnecessar5r
harassment" to the consumer but has also resulted in revenue loss. The
commission in its order has observed "non-compliance of standard of
Performance is not only default of individual official or officer but is the result of
overall unscientific and defective policy of the distribution licensee regarding
procurement of meters and absence of suitable mechanism for expeditious
replacement of defective or burnt meter'.

Inspite of regular meter reading the licensee took the matter very
casually making mockery of the "Standard of Performance" laid down by the
commission. The provisional notice is served to us on 22.O2.2OL7 without any
calculation sheet; when the same was requested to the sub divisional engineer
was refused and thus passed a final order without any hearing, since this case
suffer to direct the licensee to provide the calculation sheet to interpret and to
present the case before this Authority.

In view of the above it is hereby requested to consider the objection on
merits in the interest of justice.
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No.22976 of Shri P.Y.Pawar.
With continuance to the initial deposition put forth before this

Authority, it is hereby further requested and brought to the notice of this
Authority that,

It is well established fact that we have submitted a complaint before
this Authority for want of justice, seeking direction to withdraw the impugned
amount claimed, based on the count of 'MNR'meter as alleged.

The appellant wishes to state that the AEE has disclosed that fact that
the meter in dispute was replaced due to the meter glass is broken and on
behalf of the said conclusion the licensee has assumed and declared the meter
in dispute is MNR (Meter Not Recording) and thus claimed an average
consumption amount without verifying the factual aspects, which is not correct.

The appellant wishes to state that the licensee ought to have tested the
meter in dispute in the licensee's Meter Testing Lab to conclude the facts of the
case, where there is benefit of doubt that the meter glass could have been
broken by some external way and did not have damaged the intemal
mechanism. There is no material available on record to prove that the licensee
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has cross verified the meter before deciding the meter in question to be MNR as
alleged. The Licensee has not attempted to veri$ the facts; instead assumed
that, since the meter glass is broken the meter might be in MNR condition;
which is not correct.

The appellant wishes to state that the licensee in his deposition has
admitted that as per the material available on record "the meter glass is found
to be broken at the reading date i.e., on 02.05.2O15" and the fact cannot be
denied that the broken glass meter was replaced on 2O.OT .2017 by this
deposition of the licensee it emerges that the meter was said to be replaced in 78
days, therefore it is crystal clear that the meter in dispute was correct for the
rest of the period as considered by the Licensee. If at all the licensee suspected
to ascertain the fact they could have sent the meter for testing in Lab. as this
would ascertain accuracy, to establish that mechanism of meter has been
affected due to brealage of glass.

The appellant wishes to state that the licensee in his deposition has
said that the meter reader of the aforesaid installation from 02.04.2013 to
02.06.2015 i.e., the period when the meter remained idol has mentioned "meter
not visible" here this Authority may kindly incline to know whether an electro
mechanical meter has ever been a static meter during the above mentioned
period, this Authority is well aware of the fact that this kind of remarks are only
possible to get in the static meter (display parameter) and not in the electro
mechanical meter therefore this deposition of the licensee has a conflicting view
which this Authority needs to veriry.

The appellant wishes to state that the licensee in his deposition has
admitted that the so called MNR meter has shown consumption before replacing
the electro mechanical meter to static meter i.e.,O2.O6.2O15 to 02.07.2015 the
consumption recorded is 114 units & 02.07.2015 to 2O.O7.2OLS the
consumption recorded is 112 units, this Authority may please be inclined to
veri$ the fact, whether an MNR meter after such a long gap i.e., nearly 26
months starts to show an healthy consumption just because the electro
mechanical meter is going to be replaced by static meter.

The Appellant further wishes to state that merely because the meter
glass was found broken, there could not be an automatic inference of meter
being MNR'. There has to be tonclusive evidence' in terms of Regulation to
prove the meter is 'MNR' . The meter testing report ought to have furnished by
the licensee would have been indicative to prove the meter being 'MNR'. This
Authority may please be inclined to know that the copy of the meter testing
report was never given to the appellant, nor it is brought on record before this
Authority, This itself is a violation of the principles of natural justice.
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This Authority my please be inclined to know the fact by following

contentions which to be addressed by the concerned licensee:
a) The said remarks of the meter shows that there was no abnormality

found in the meter seals, in the meter working , and in the movement of
the disc. The meter window glass was the only thing which is found to be
broken, an inference of MNR could not have been assumed only on that
basis.

b) whether the licensee has established any materials on record to show
that the meter was found MNR by some visible means at the time of
replacing the good meter by a static meter.

c) suspicion will have to be made good by some tangible evidence of physical
means of meter being MNR before the presumption can be drawn. An
accuse check meter could have been deployed to Iind out if the meter is in
fact recording 'O' units.

d) The analysis of the consumption pattern in terms of the Regulation is
merely corroborative and not by itself substantive evidence of MNR.

e) It should be observed that the burden of showing the meter being MNR
with relevant documents, to the appellant is definitely on the licensee.

f) If at all the Licensee has the reasonable doubt about the accuracy of the
meter then he has the right to test the meter at licensee,s lab, or by
installing a tested check meter in series with the existing meter.

g) This Authority may please direct the licensee to produce the MRMF
register to ascertain the facts of the case as there is also a benetit of
doubt in entering the released and fixed meter details.

Duties of the Meter Reader

Taking Meter Readings and billing at spot, of enerry consumption
including delivering the bills at spot, maintenance of Meter Reading books
and other incidental works thereto including associated clerical work
arranging and re-arranging pro forma bills, check working of Meters, Meter
seals and General condition of installation during routine Meter Reading,
make note in the diary and record in a register regarding defects, deficiencies
and unauthorized connections and reconnections etc.etc. reporting the
Section Officer regarding any abnormalities in the readings, change in
nature of installation, suspected pilferage of enerry etc, noticed during the
course of meter readings.

Here it is also evident to note that the Meter Reader of the licensee, did
visit the premises of the complainant since from the date of service of the
above said installation and it has never carne to the notice of the Meter
Reader nor reported to the Section Officer any abnormalities in the
installation or meter in question being stopped when his duty mandates him
to do so.
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The allegation of meter being MNR is arbitrary and illegal and is
declared without any valid reasons and grounds. The onus is on the
respondent individual to prove that the meter in dispute was stopped
working even here the licensee has failed to prove its dlegation.

In the case on hand, the grievance ofthe appellant is that although the
meter in dispute is not an MNR meter, the Licensee has erroneously
classified it under the MNR category with an only motive to harass the
consumer with huge demand.

Since the licensee has issued a brief and short report only with an
intention to harass the complainant or to an ulterior motive, it is hereby humbly
requested to consider the matter on merits without influencing the charges
previously claimed by the licensee, as the impugned demand note deserves to be
set aside. The demand note is contrary to the law and facts of the case. Hence
interference of this Authority is just and proper, the action and conduct of the
licensee is arbitrary and illegal, which also ultra wires the Electricity Act 2003,
and the Regulations of Condition of Supply made there under.

On the perusal of records this Authority may be pleased to pass orders in

the interest of justice and equity with cost.
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If at all the Meter Reader of the licensee ought to have noticed so, than
he would have definitely intimated the same to the concerned Section Oflicer
but in this case it is not done. Therefore this also proves that the appellant
was not indulged in any kind of pre-judicial activity. Here again the onus lies
on the licensee to prove that the meter was not recording.

We cannot deny the fact that the Meter Reader of the Licensee has
visited the spot and generated the enerry bill according to billing cycle right
from the inception of the installation and during this period the Meter
Reader has never noticed any illegal activity or prejudicial use of power or
meter not recording. Therefore there is conflicting opinion among the Meter
Reader of the Licensee and accounts staff.

It is further requested to note in the MRMF register as submitted by
the licensee as to why; was the "existing meter replaced" column left btank
by not mentioning "MNR" as noted in other installations instead the period of
MNR as alleged is mentioned, this fact should also be disclosed by the
licensee.
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